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From Kandinsky to Pollock, the extraordinary
impact collectors Peggy and Solomon
Guggenheim had on 20th century art is cele-

brated by an exhibition of over 100 masterpieces
that opens in Florence on Saturday. Subtitled “The
Art of the Guggenheim Collections”, the exhibition,
which will run in the Tuscan city’s Palazzo Strozzi
until July 24, explores how bohemian socialite
Peggy, her uncle Solomon and the celebrated New
York museum he established influenced European
and American art from the 1920s to the 1960s.

Curated by Luca Massimo Barbero, it features
paintings, sculptures, photographs and engravings
borrowed from the Guggenheim museums in New
York and Venice and a small number of other
museums and private collections. “Peggy
Guggenheim (1898-1979) did not just buy works,
she bet on young artists and supported them
thanks to an incredible artistic instinct and curiosi-
ty,” Barbero said. “She was so sure of her own taste,
she never compromised.”

The fruit of those instincts was the acquisition
of works by an extraordinary list of artists: Wassily
Kandinsky, Marcel Duchamp, Max Ernst (to whom
Peggy was married from 1941-46), Mark Rothko,
Jackson Pollock and Alexander Calder, to name just
a selection. As a result, the Florence exhibition is

able to offer a rare opportunity to view some semi-
nal works of pre-WWII modern art, including pieces
by Max Ernst, Man Ray and Pablo Picasso, along-
side illustrations of the divergent post-war trends
on either side of the Atlantic.

It also tells the story of Peggy Guggenheim’s
arrival in Europe in 1921, her return to the United
States during World War II and her decision to final-
ly base herself and her collection in Venice from
1949. “Peggy wanted to understand the artistic
effervescence of Europe at the time so she simply
moved here,” Berbero said. In the Paris of the roar-
ing 20s she mixed with poets, writers, painters and
sculptors, serving both as patron and as muse.

A Bacon in her bedroom 
Important purchases during the inter-war peri-

od included Italian sculptor Giacometti’s  “Woman
Walking” and Picasso’s “The Dream and Lie of
Franco.” With the outbreak of war in 1939,
Guggenheim was transformed from socialite col-
lector to a mother figure desperately trying to pro-
tect her artists in the face of the Nazi threat. She
was forced to flee Europe herself in 1941 and
Pollock, who has 18 works in the exhibition, was
one of the major beneficiaries of the time she
spent back in the United States.

In 1943 she gave him a contract that enabled
him to give up his work as a maintenance man and
devote himself full-time to his art. The exhibition
opens with works by Kandinsky, Duchamp and
Ernst and then goes on to explore postwar devel-
opments on both sides of the Atlantic, contrasting
the work of Europe’s Informalist school including
Alberto Burri and Lucio Fontana with the abstract
expressionism of Pollock and Rothko and the later
development of Pop Art led by Roy Lichtenstein.

Palazzo Strozzi has been chosen as the venue
because it was here that Peggy first showed the
collection that was later to find a permanent home
in Venice, shortly after her return to Europe.
Twenty-five works from that original exhibition are
back in Florence for this one. Highlights include
Kandinsky’s “Dominant Curve” (1936), which Peggy
owned but sold in what she later counted as one of
the “seven tragedies in her life as a collector”, and
Francis Bacon’s “Study for Chimpanzee” (1957).
Rarely shown outside Venice, the collector was so
fond of Bacon’s work she generally had it hanging
in her bedroom. — AFP

Florence toasts Guggenheim eye
for 20th century masterpieces

A visitor looks at the ‘Enchanted forest’ by US painter Jackson Pollock.

Visitors look at the ‘Spatial concept, Hell’ and ‘Spatial concept, Paradise’ by
Italian painter Lucio Fontana during a press preview of the exhibition ‘From
Kandinsky to Pollock, the art of the Guggenheim collections’, at the Palazzo
Strozzi in Florence. — AFP photos

Visitors look at the painting ‘Preparedness’ by artist Roy Lichtenstein. A woman visits the exhibition ‘From Kandinsky to Pollock, the art of the
Guggenheim collections’.

Visitors look at the painting  ‘Dominant curve’ by Russian painter Vassily Kandinsky.

The days of scribbling “I woz here” on Florence’s
historic monuments are gone: from now on
would-be vandals will be able to graffiti via app

instead, with their messages kept for posterity.
“Welcome to Giotto’s Campanile!” reads a message on
a digital tablet for visitors scaling the Gothic white,
green and pink marble tower by the famed Italian
architect, which stands at one corner of the Cathedral
in the Tuscan city. “We have been protecting master-
pieces for centuries: starting from today we are going
to remove graffiti from the Campanile’s walls. But if
you-virtually-leave us a message, we will preserve it:
just like a masterpiece,” it says.

The walls of the 14th-century bell tower, which is
part of a UNESCO World Heritage Site, have been
defiled down the ages by millions of messages left by
people climbing the 400 steps to enjoy spectacular
views of red-tiled rooftops. “Three months ago, when
we began cleaning the walls, which had never been
done before, we asked ourselves how we could avoid
all the work going to waste in a short time,” said Alice
Filipponi, social media manager for Opera di Santa
Maria del Fiore, a not-for-profit organization tasked
with preserving many of Florence’s monuments.

Architect Beatrice Agostini, who heads up the
organization’s restoration arm, said the bell tower “was
in an incredibly degraded and dirty condition”, with all
elements-marble, stone, wood and brick-damaged by
graffiti. Filipponi said she had “an idea for an app
which would allow the visitor to choose the surface
(marble or wood for example), the colour and the
instrument they want to use (felt pen, paintbrush,
aerosol) to leave a virtual message or drawing”.

‘Pietro was here’ 
The application, which is named “Autography” and

launched last week, is “a first”, she told AFP, saying she
hoped to sell it to other sites plagued by heritage
hoodlums. Three digital tablets have been installed on
the 1st, 3rd and 4th floors of the tower and the mes-
sages are stored online . Over 700 personalized
scrawls were collected in the first week. Just like on
the tower’s walls, where statues of kings and sibyls
once stood, the messages range from declarations of
adoration, despair over unrequited love and appeals
for peace, to the simple “Pietro was here”.

They will be printed out each year and filed away
in the Cathedral’s archives, alongside historic docu-
ments such as the deed appointing Renaissance
designer Brunelleschi to build the Duomo’s dome, and
the birth certificate of Lisa Gherardini, widely consid-
ered to have been the model for Leonardo da Vinci’s
Mona Lisa. “The idea was to raise awareness among

visitors about vandalism, but also give them the
chance to leave behind a record, an everlasting sign of
their passing through, without damaging the monu-
ment,” the Opera said in a statement.

From smiley faces to hearts and doodled names,
graffiti is the bane of restorers’ lives and is laborious to
remove. While the cleaning job on the tower’s walls
has managed to wipe off most of the pen or paint
scribbles, words etched into the stone are still visible
despite all efforts. Undeterred, conservators will turn
their scrubbing brushes next year to the Cathedral’s
dome-the largest such structure in brick ever con-
structed-and install tablets with the Autography app
there as well. — AFP

Itching to graffiti? Do it 
digitally on Florence treasures

A picture shows the Santa Maria del Fiore cathedral in Florence. — AFP photos

A picture shows the Santa Maria del Fiore cathedral.

Alice Filipponi, from the Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, writes a digital graffiti reading “Do not
write on walls” on a tablet screen.

A screenshot shows digital graffitis made by visitors at the Giotto’s bell tower of Santa Maria del Fiore cathedral and archived on the website
‘Autography’.


